
Spanish special forces choose Photonis

Mérignac, France - January 17th 2023

Photonis, the world leader company regarding night vision products, is very proud to announce that the 
Special Forces of the Spanish Army have decided to buy night vision binoculars using Photonis 4G intensifier 
tubes. 

Contract details 

The Spanish Army has concluded a contract worth several million euros with the company NVLS (Night Vision 
Lasers Spain) for the delivery of 450 night vision binoculars. The delivery of the products was made at the end 
of 2022. 

The trust of the Spanish army in the French company 

Through this agreement, the Spanish army thus confirms its trust. Indeed, it had already bought Photonis 
intensifier tubes through a multi-year contract signed in 2019 for AN/PVS14 type monoculars. 

These massive and successive orders support the reputation of excellence of Photonis 4G tubes regarding 
night vision. The many features of Photonis products have managed to convince the vast majority of European 
armies these past years: lightness of equipment, longevity of tubes, ability to see farther in increasingly low 
levels of darkness, ultra fast auto-gating function preventing blinding… 

“We are very happy that the Spanish army has once again chosen Photonis. We are confident that more 
European soldiers will be able to carry out their night missions with the best equipment available on the 
market.” said Jérôme Cerisier, CEO of Photonis, following the announcement of the contract. 

********* 

About Photonis 

Accompanied by HLD since 2021, Photonis is a high-tech company, with more than 80 years of experience in 
the innovation, development, manufacture and sale of technologies in the field of photo detection and 
imaging. Today, it offers its customers detectors and detection solutions: its power tubes, digital cameras, 
neutron & gamma detectors, scientific detectors and intensifier tubes allow Photonis to respond to complex 
issues in environments extremely demanding by offering tailor-made solutions to its customers. Thanks to its 
sustained and permanent investment, Photonis is internationally recognized as a major innovator in 
optoelectronics, with production and R&D carried out on 5 sites, in Europe and the USA. 

For more information: www.photonis.com 
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